. Kretschmann configuration to 100 nm. By rotating and/or rocking the substrate during deposition, the columns can be sculptured into various shapes. Rocking the substrate results in a sculptured nematic thin film (SNTF) with columns having a planar morphology; while, slowly rotating the substrate during deposition results in a chiral STF which consists of helical coils with axes oriented perpendicularly to the surface of the substrate. STFs have a number of interesting mechanical and optical properties which have been the subject of theoretical and experimental investigations for several decades. Among the proposed optical applications of STF are: optical filters, mirrors and chemical sensors. During the past three years, several investigations have pursued a new use of STFs as the partnering dielectric material forming the interface for SPP-wave propagation. Investigation started with simpler columnar thin films (CTFs) [9] . CTFs are formed by directing the columnated beam of vapor at a stationary substrate, resulting in straight columns projecting, in general, at an angle to the surface. As the size of the columns is appreciably smaller than optical wavelengths, the CTF appears homogeneous to light at optical wavelengths. The material is, however, anisotropic, as the columns have, in general, a non-circular crosssection. As might be expected, the characterization of the SPP wave with a CTF instead of an isotropic dielectric material is more complicated. The properties of a SPP wave bound to a metal/CTF interface, such as phase velocity and the degree of localization to the interface, depend on the orientation of the plane of incidence relative to the CTF columns.
Truly surprising results were revealed when calculations [4] were directed at SPP waves bound to the interface of a metal and the more complicated chiral STF. Multiple SPP-wave modes of propagation bound to a single interface for a single frequency of excitation were found. Although multiple modes are common for waveguide structures with more than one bounding surface, multiple modes had not been observed previously for SPP waves. The number of modes of SPP-wave propagation observed depended on the periodicity of the chiral STF, with as many as four modes for a single metal/chiral STF interface. Later calculations [3, 5] would reveal the same phenomenon at the interface of a metal and a periodic SNTF. In most cases, SPP waves could be observed, with an STF comprised of only two structural cycles, and, furthermore, the SPP waves were nearly identical to SPP waves calculated at the interface of semi-infinite expanses of metal and STF with an infinite number of cycles. For a few SPP-wave modes at particular periodicities, larger number of STF cycles were required, but they still numbered only twenty or thirty. This is an important finding since STFs fabricated with a large number of cycles begin to lose regularity. The existence of multiple SPP waves have since been confirmed experimentally for both metal/periodic SNTF interfaces [6] and metal/chiral STF interfaces [7] .
The field profiles [8] of the SPP wave at the metal/STF interface show a richness not observed at metal/isotropic dielectric material interfaces. Unlike the simple exponential decay of amplitude with distance from the interface observed for SPP waves bound to metal/isotropic dielectric material interfaces, SPP waves bound to the metal/STF interface show much more complex decay patterns, on the STF side of the interface, which vary from one mode to another.
In addition to the variability in the shape of the profile, the distance over which the fields decay to inappreciable levels varies significantly among the modes.
Calculations showed that incident light with polarization either parallel to the plane of incidence (p polarization) or perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s polarization) could be used to excite some SPP-wave modes. This contrasts to the behavior of SPP waves bound to metal/isotropic dielectric material interfaces, which may only be excited by p-polarized light. The excitation of SPP waves with s-polarized light, in the case of chiral STF dielectric, may not be too surprising, since it might be argued that some conversion of s-polarization to p-polarization could occur because of the helical nature of the nanocolumns. This mechanism, however, can not be invoked to explain the results of calculations [3] which show that s-polarized light traveling parallel to the morphologically significant plane of the SNTF, at a metal/SNTF interface, can also excite a SPP wave.
The use of periodic STFs to form metal/dielectric material interfaces for the support of SPP waves offers at least two exciting areas for investigation: exploitation of the complex porous environment of the STF, and the use of multiple SPP-wave modes. The porosity of the STF offers a path for molecular species to come into close contact with the interface, yet may filter out larger particulate matter in a dirty environment. The porosity and large surface area may also provide a supportive environment for holding recognition molecules commonly used to bind biomolecular analytes to the surface for detection. With recognition molecules embedded in the protective environment of the STF, SPP-wave detectors might become more suitable for use in the field. Of course, the existence of multiple SPP-wave modes bound to a single interface is the most unique feature of the metal/STF interface. Multiple SPP-wave modes may provide a means of error free chemical sensing with a single metal/dielectric material interface.
Perhaps the most exciting possibility, the ability to detect more than one species with a single interface, is a result of both the porous structure of the STF and its ability to support multiple SPP-wave modes. As the STF provides a complex structural environment, different analyte molecules will undoubtedly diffuse and orient themselves differently in the porous structure of the STF. With the multiple SPP-wave modes characterized by various field profiles and polarizations, each mode is likely to have a characteristic response to various analytes.
Metal/STF interfaces supporting multiple SPP-wave modes offer a rich palette of parameters with which to design detectors: a wide variety of materials for the construction of the STF, a limitless variety of STF conformations and periodicities, post processing of the STF to modify properties of the film, and two polarizations for excitation. It should also be mentioned that, although calculations to date were performed on metal/STF interfaces, an interface of a metal and other periodic dielectric materials could also support multiple SPP-wave modes. The use of liquid crystals [10] , for instance, might offer dynamic, voltage controlled, SPP-wave detectors. Determining how to implement multiple SPP modes in a new generation of SPP-wave detectors is sure to provide an exciting avenue of research for several years to come.
